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Sherry Seraﬁni
september 21-23

Sherry Serafini will be here soon teaching glorious
bead embroidery jewelry that is totally doable. I promise! You can do this and the techniques you will learn
translate to needlepoint! The pieces aren’t too big and
aren’t too small. They are totally wearable on an
everyday basis. There’s another plus.

Sherry is not only an amazing artist and one of the
icons of the bead world but she is just the nicest person. We can’t wait to introduce you to her.
Friday September 21, 11-5 pm
Celebration Necklace

Join us and make a beautiful bead embroidered pendant utilizing a wooden ring armature, Czech button, Tierracast drops, cup chain, cabochons and seed beads. Neckpiece hangs from chain and closes with a lobster claw clasp.
Saturday September 22,
11-5 pm Crazy Quilt Cuff

Bead embroider a fabulous, funky and fun
cuff using buttons, leather, cup chain and
various embellishments. This class is a design oriented class while exploring mixed
media. My favorite thing about this cuff
is that you can size it to fit, narrow or
wide this is your creation.
Friday September 21,
11-5 pm Bella Necklace

Bead embroider an elegant
necklace that utilizes
Annabronze© bead caps,
Swarovski elements, wooden
ring and more. Embroidery,
peyote stitch and edging are
the stitches explored.

Full details are on the website! Click on classes with Visiting Beadwork Teachers for details. You won’t want to miss this one!
Sherry’s classes always sell out fast.
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Well, I still didn’t hit the first of the month for the
newsletter but I think you will forgive me.
This year is flying by and we are so excited about
what is coming next. Julie Haymaker was here last
weekend with her Shrinkets. Love them! I see them
in our future for needlepoint embellishment, but
until then we just played.
We will be starting a new mystery class Sunday. I
hope you will join us. It’s lots of color and super
silly. You know I like silly.
September starts with one of my embellishment
classes. That means lots of new stitchguides for those of you who can’t
attend. Wait until you see which canvases have been selected. So fun.
October is going to be quite the month at the Beehive of Bedecked and
Beadazzled. We have so many fun things planned you are going to want
to move in! How could you not?
I’ve included a list below of upcoming dates so you an plan your Fall.
Full details will be coming.
See you soon.
xo

save these dates
zecca retreat - october 5-7

Karen Hennessey, the brilliant designer of
Zecca, has designed a canvas just for us. I am
stitching it and writing the guide. Join us as we
take it to the next level of creative fun. Karen
will be here and we’re sure to have a fabulous
weekend. Full details coming soon!

aPollInaRIYa koPRoVnIk/ PIka PolIna - october 25-28
Beaded Architectue - This girl has it all! So much talent in bead weaving and bead
embroidery. OMG! and she’s coming to teach for us from Slovenia. It’s going to
be a super fun weekend filled with sparkle and magic.

eleanor pigman - november 10-11
Eleanor has a completely different style of bead embroidery. Hers is not jewelry.
It’s pictoral. Beautiful colors and lots of detail. You are going to love it.

thanksgiving class - november 23-25
What will it be? It’s always something magical and a great way to spend a weekend
with your friends before the holidays are full on crazy.

embellishment with me! - January 4-6, 2019
You pick the canvas; I write the guide. We still have a few spaces left. Time to
sign up.
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mYSteRY claSSeS
ﬂeuR bY kImbeRlY SantInI
Fleur is a cute little
hamster wearing a
tiara. OK, that’s
crazy right? Look
at how beautifully
it is painted. That
was the challenge
with this canvas;
how to bring this
little girl to life
with threads,
stitches and pearls
and not lose the
beauty of the
painting.
We started with
needlepainting her little face with a few well placed
sections of basketweave and T Stitch. Her body is a
nice open stitch to allow all the shading to show
through. The background and the floor are fun new
stitches selected for coverage and fun. Of course
the final step was beading
her tiara! Love that tiara.
All of this in two short lessons! If you would like to
stitch your own hamster
and learn how we did it, kits
are available.

how do mYSteRY claSSeS woRk?
What exactly is a mystery class? A mystery class is just like a mystery in a book;
it unfolds in chapters. With each chapter more of the mystery (how are we
going to stitch this canvas) is revealed?
We meet pretty much every other Sunday afternoon and review the twists, turns
and fun of the current lesson. Class is from 1 to 3 pm. Can’t join us in person?
No problem, we will ship to you. The instructions have full color photos of the
canvas stitched to date along with complete instructions and diagrams.
I also post lots of pictures on my blog NotYourGrandmothersNeedlepoint.com
after class.

can I oRdeR
a mYSteRY claSS
that IS comPlete?

Certainly, we are happy to kit any of our past Mysteries or
Mysteries with a Twist. Canvas, complete stitch guide with
all the threads, beads, crystals and gizmos can be packed
and shipped to your home or office anytime you want.
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what’s the next mystery?
bird on a rockby zecca

How crazy is this bird? You know I love all things
zecca and this canvas is no exception. It’s a bird on
rock. Oh wait, the bird is wearing a mask. Is he
dressed for Halloween? Is he hiding from something? Maybe that’s part of the mystery. Stitch him
as holiday decor or throw caution to the wind and
allow him to be your spirit animal guarding you at
all times.

The canvas is handpainted on 18ct pewter mono;
the design area measures 11” x 20”. The cost of
the class is the price of the canvas ($230) plus the
stitchguide for each lesson ($20 each) and the
necessary threads etc. Classes will be Sundays
August 19, September 2 and 16 at the Beehive if
you would like to join us in person!
You can sign up on line by going to Classes and
then Mystery Classes or simply give us a call at
410.296.0405.

JoIn uS foR a
mYSteRY wIth a twISt
what’S the twISt?...
Looking for something with a slower pace? These work just like the regular
Mystery Classes except you don’t really know when the next lesson is coming.
I fit these in between the regular mysteries. The lessons are about 6 months
apart. You have time to stitch the lesson, but still work on your other projects.
There are no in-person lessons. Everyone is an out-patient for this class.

let’S fall In loVe
bY annIe o’bRIen GonzaleS
I love, love, love this canvas! So many
pretty colors and fun areas to stitch.
The cost for the class is the cost of
the canvas, $362 plus $20 per lesson
and the price of the threads, beads,
crystals etc for that lesson. Sign up
soon, the canvas is on sale! Canvas
design area is 15 x 15 handpainted
on 18ct mono. You will need 20 x
20 stretcher bars.
Lesson One has shipped! If you
would like to join us give us a call
or signup on line.
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Santa fe felIneS
bY lauRel buRch

Santa Fe Felines is a wonderful Laurel Burch canvas
exclusive to us! Yay! We
are so excited to bring
this canvas to life. Wonderful happy colors and
fun details. It is going to
be a great stitch.
The cost for the class is
the cost of the canvas, $312 plus $20 per lesson and the price
of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson. Canvas design area is 12.5 x 17
handpainted on 18ct mono. You will need 16 x 21 stretcher bars. As with our all
Mysteries with a Twist this will be fit in between other projects. Lesson Two has
shipped.

Row of ladIeS II
bY lee

I loved stitching the first Row
of Ladies by Lee and they
turned out soooo cute! I petitioned Lee to design a companion exclusively for us.
I think it is even cuter!
There are three Mysteries
with a Twist in the rotation!
Row of Ladies II - Lessons
one through five have
shipped but it’s not too late to join us. Lesson six ships very soon!
The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas $118 plus $15 per lesson and the
price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson. For those of you who
stitched Row of Ladies I with me there will be a discount! Canvas design area is
10 x 16 handpainted on 18ct. You will need 14 x 20 stretcher bars.

do you want to be a

2015 was the first year for our Honey Bees. There are many fun perks to being
a Honey Bee including priority registration for classes and events, discounts, and
a super fun gift box filled with new gifts just in time for the holidays. It’s time to
start thinking about 2019! Will you join us? I hope so.
We have so many fun things planned for next year! Watch our blog for the announcement of the 2019 Honey Bee program. It’s coming soon.
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new StItch GuIdeS!
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1. Want a Kiss

3.Racc N’Ruin

5. Nurture

by Penny Macleod
13 ct • 12” x 22”
Canvas $ 228.00
Stitch Guide $ 80.00
Thread Kit $ 220.00

by Charley Harper
13 ct • 23” x 18”
Canvas $ 205.00
Stitch Guide $ 100.00
Thread Kit $ 208.00

by Kelly Rae Roberts
18 ct • 13” x 18”
Canvas $ 276.00
Stitch Guide $ 100.00
Thread Kit $ 172.50

2. Many Trees

4.Ophelia

6. Daisy Lady

by Penny Macleod
18 ct • 17” x 23”
Canvas $ 264.00
Stitch Guide $ 120.00
Thread Kit $ 235.00

by Manuel Salas
18 ct • 12” x 12”
Canvas $ 288.00
Stitch Guide $ 150.00
Thread Kit $ 370.00
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by Penny Macleod
13 ct • 13” x 15”
Canvas $ 168.00
Stitch Guide $ 60.00
Thread Kit $ 172.00
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monthlY clubS!
who doeSn’t loVe a SPaRklY PackaGe at YouR dooR?
Monthly clubs are so much fun. Pick a theme and each month you will receive a
painted canvas with stitchguide. There are Christmas clubs, Halloween clubs
and all year round clubs. Some are short, some are longer. They all have a complete supply pack that is shipped with the first canvas and of course there are
perks to joining the club.










Shown here are our 4th of July club, Rebecca Wood’s Feline Follies, Kelly Clark’s


Bee Skeps and
Tropical Trees, Sandra Vargas’ Monsters and our Santa club.
   

 



Call the shop at 410.296.0405 or
visit BedeckedandBeadazzled. com.
Click on clubs to see all the clubs and to sign up!











 































become a maGnet maVen

Become a Magnet Maven and get a “Pick Me Up” of
one brand spankin’ new magnet each month. These are
limited edition/exclusive to us magnets!

Or pay it forward and gift it to a friend who needs a bit of
sunshine.

club RuleS

1.You can sign up for a club at anytime.Your first shipment will go out on the
10th of the month following your sign up.

2. We will take a deposit equal to the cost of the canvas/guide in your first shipment. This deposit will be applied to your final shipment of the club.

3. There is a complete thread/bead/crystal/embellishment kit available for the club
at an additional charge. It includes all threads/beads etc to stitch the entire series.
It is sent with the first club shipment if desired. A 50% deposit will be taken at sign
up for those desiring the thread kit.

4. Now, for the cool part. There are freebies - gifts for joining the club! Each club
has it's own gifts.
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